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Lets make schools cooler!
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Solution

Sparkasse will run a campaign /
contest in Berlin schools where
students suggest ideas how to make
their school a better, cooler and
safer place. Sparkasse will choose a
winning school or winning idea from
every school and will help to make
that dream idea to come true.
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Please describe your idea in one sentence.

Sparkasse will run a campaign / contest in Berlin schools where students suggest ideas how to
make their school a better, cooler and safer place.
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Who will benefit from your idea, hence whom is your idea directed towards?

School students and teachers.
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Why is your idea “good for Berlin”?

Besides making the Berlin schools better it is also important to show that we are interested in
what our children has to say and it will give young people a good example / real life experience
that they can change things and that everybody's opinion is important.
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How many people do you think will benefit from your idea?

All Berlin students, one way or another.
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In what way does the Berliner Sparkasse gain visibility through your idea?

The School cool post boxes for idea posting will have Sparkasse logos + possible Sparkasse
classes and events at schools.
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Which kind of people and how many of them will take notice of your campaign?

School students and teachers.
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How much do you estimate the annual budget for the implementation of your idea to
be?

Sky is the limit = as big as are good ideas of Berlin kids :)
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Creative's profile

maunomeesit
Art director / Graphic designer

Creative's top 5 skills

Copy Writing, Graphic Design, Photography, User Experience,
Communication Concept

PRO
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